
THAT NEED TO CHANGE ABOUT YOUR MAKEUP ROUTINE NOW THAT
YOU’RE A GROWN UP!

So, you’re not-20-anymore. You’ve arrived squarely in full blown womanhood and
it’s time to look the part of a sophisticated, adult woman!

You’ve been struck by the slowly dawning realization that the makeup routines
which worked for our 20 year old selves, simply no longer cut it. This happens to
every single one of us. Have heart. You’re not alone!

Speaking of heart, let’s take a heart-filled approach to this important conversation
because we all know this goes way deeper than simply the products we apply to our
skin.

In youth we’ve got all the time in the world to dabble on our beauty routines,
whether or not those included makeup. We took long baths, we styled and fussed
over our hair. There were exciting dates with new friends and potential romantic
partners to prepare ourselves for. Skin was smooth and plump, features firm and
lifted. Frankly, it was easy, or at least easier. 

Flash forward 20 years and things are different. And that’s a good thing! It means
we’re living, breathing beings who have experienced life and the passage of time.
We now look different as we head into our 40’s and beyond, older. And our lives are
different too. We’re typically much busier with far more responsibilities and
demands on our time. 

In all of this life busyness, it’s oh so dangerously easy to push our desire to look
attractive aside.  Coupled with the occasional (constant?) sense of frustration and
despair of looking at a face that feels foreign. Who is this older, more mature
woman looking back at me?

 

#1 Your Attitude.



And this is where the attitude tune up comes in! You matter! Your desire for beauty
in your life matters. Your desire to look and feel attractive matters. Trust that your
time and effort spent looking and feeling your best is never a single wasted second.
Carving out a few moments everyday just for you and few new beauty tricks up your
sleeve will have you looking and feeling like an updated, refreshed version of
yourself again.

In youth, one somehow magically gets away with one standard makeup look that
just kind of works perfectly for every situation. As we mature, this ceases to be so.
You need to learn to tailor your makeup to the situation. It demonstrates not only a
sense of awareness that speaks to maturity, but also the reality of what bright
daylight reveals when too much product is on the skin.

This will vary from person to person depending on what you define as a lot or a little
makeup, but generally speaking during the broad daylight hours, lighten up on how
much makeup you’re wearing. Especially watch out for heavy foundations and
heavy, major eye makeup which is often overly visible on the skin and looks
distracting and out of place for the environment. This certainly doesn’t mean skip
makeup all together, just approach it with a lighter hand.

For special events and evening social engagements, switch up your makeup so it’s
different from what you’d wear for a Costco trip or a day at the office. This is where
the heavier eye makeup, a full face of foundation, and a great bold lipstick look
fantastic and very appropriate. 

I love shimmer in makeup and fully believe it has a spot in every woman’s makeup
bag. But we need to be aware of how it’s being used. Twinkly sparkles scattered all
over a face screams out young. It’s not sophisticated to have a shimmer blush,
glossy high shimmer lips and sparkly eyes all at the same time. It’s just too much!
 

#2 Match Your Makeup to the Situation

#3 Be Strategic with Shimmer



So here is secret #1 to working with shimmers in adulthood. Pick one or two specific
areas for a tasteful spot of shimmer and leave the rest of your makeup a natural
finish. A touch on the cheeks and eyes and leave the lips less shiny. Or go for a
glossy lip but leave the eyes matte. It’s about balance.

And secret #2 is to watch the size of the shimmer particles. The larger the particle
(and therefore the more obvious it is), the more restrained you should be with it. For
the most part, I recommend sticking with very finely milled shimmer particles that
are so fine they’re hardly seen by the eye. Instead, they just create the look of a
dewy, glowing finish on the skin. And if you are going to go for it and use a larger
sparkle, I suggest keeping it on the eyes and watch that it doesn’t fall all over your
cheeks when applying it!

I don’t recommend using all over powder foundations. Yes they’re easy and quickly
brush on, but they’re not doing you any great favours. As a basic rule, powders will
make the skin look dry  and emphasize fine lines in the skin, which comes across as
looking older. Think of young skin, with its plump and juicy texture. It’s not all
powdery and dry looking. Switch to moist liquid concealers, liquid foundations,
liquid or cream highlighters, cream blush, high moisture lip sticks and tinted lip
balms. 

This isn’t to suggest there isn’t still a time and place for powders,  just be strategic
and targeted with them. I recommend having a translucent blotting powder to dust
only over your t-zone if it gets too shiny midday and you need a quick refresh.
Powder eyeshadows are still an essential part of a well stocked makeup bag and of
course, powder blushes are still great for a variety. 

With age, our skin tones change and our hair colour changes and your makeup
needs to coordinate with all of these changes. It’s not your imagination that
understanding what shades work for you is  tricky, this is where the advice of a
respected makeup professional is worth its weight in gold.

#4 Go Easy on the Powder 

#5 Get With the Times 



Pay attention to your own complexion. Has it darkened with age? Have you become
paler and lost some colour? What about your hair colour? Do you have some silver
hair coming in that’s changing the game? Have you started or stopped colouring
since you last updated your makeup shades?

And then there’s the question of what’s happening out there in the wider world of
makeup and beauty trends? Your goal isn’t to become the trendiest woman on the
block, but you don’t want to look like you’re stuck in a long lost era either! Knowing
you’re current and up to date on your makeup will give you the confidence to know
that you’re looking your best.

I hope this guide gives you some useful tips you can put into practice right away,
remember real changes happen when we’re in action. And to make sure you’ve got
the right tools and techniques to get you to gorgeous - I can help. 

The perfect starting point for your new adult makeup routines are my Learn Makeup
from Home Kits.  Your kit includes everything you require; video and written step by
step detailed easy to follow instruction and the actual colour customized product
and tools, to master one aspect of your makeup. Visit here (insert link) to find your
first Learn At Home Kit. And as my thank you for trusting me to be your beauty and
makeup guide, use code “BRUSHGIFT” with your first Kit purchase and receive a
complimentary bonus makeup brush.

For more tips and ideas be sure to follow me on. 
            
           @adriennefurrie
            
            /adriennefurrie

 

Now it's Your Turn 

https://adriennefurrie.com/collections/the-kits-products-tools-tips
https://www.instagram.com/adriennefurrie/
https://www.facebook.com/adriennefurrie
https://www.facebook.com/adriennefurrie

